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I recommend you get your spray tan at least 24 hours prior to
your event. 

You will want to give the tan enough time to fully develop
and rinse off the instant cosmetic bronzer before your event

to avoid rubbing color off on your clothing. 
 

Spray tan is not meant to be worn out with cosmetic bronzer.
Your final result will be AFTER you have showered.

 
If you're nervous about the color, do a trial run to ease your
mind! I recommend you do this a couple weeks in advance so
your spray tan is applied to fresh skin with no previous tan

remaining.
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Shave and exfoliate well the day before your tan. (Make sure to
use an oil free exfoliant if you use a sugar/salt scrub). 

 
The skin continues to slough off after you exfoliate that’s why i

recommend the day before. 
 

No oil, makeup, lotion, deodorant on your skin for your
appointment. Wear loose fitting clothing to leave your

appointment in. Bronzer from tanning solution does come out
of clothing.

You will also want to wash your hair the day before or the day
of your tan so that your first shower is just a quick, warm water

rinse. After you have rinsed off the cosmetic bronzer for the
first time (after letting it develop for the appropriate time) you

will want to keep your skin very moisturized. 
 

Dry skin is a spray tans worst enemy. 
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Extra things to consider:
Mani/pedi should be done before your tan. 

Wait 24 hours post tan to work out or do any other activities that cause you to sweat. 
You will be given barrier cream for your nails/any area of the body that is extremely dry. 

why showering 24 hours before your tan is important: 
I am sure you have heard, “Shower & shave before your spray tan.” You do NOT want to do this

right before your spray tan session!
Here’s why:

Doing so can result in a lighter tan and a patchy or streaky development. Many scrubs,
exfoliants, soaps, conditioners, etc. leave an invisible film on the skin. This can affect the

application of your tan and result in a patchy/streaky look. 
When you shower you are hydrating your skin. When you get a spray tan immediately after (even

a few hours later) your skin will not absorb as much of the product since your skin is already
hydrated! 

Streaky legs: Shaving creams and razors with moisturizing strips leave an invisible film blocking
absorption. In some cases, you did not rinse long enough and some of the cosmetic bronzer did

not rinse off, resulting in visible streaks. Do another quick rinse to see if this solves the issue.
Specks on your legs (in your pores): Chances are that you showered right before application. The

hot water opened up your pores and it absorbed more of the bronzer
Tan came out light?- Chances are you showered right before, your skin did not absorb much of

the product.
Patchiness can result from failure to exfoliate evenly and thoroughly. Dead skin=blochy tan
when you apply more spray tan on your body without scrubbing a previous one off first your

results will be blochy and will fade unevenly


